Candidate Testimonials
Miriam Warburton | Director | Eximius Law

‘‘Miriam has just placed me in an exciting new role. Throughout the process, she was dedicated to getting the job done, always
reachable, extremely responsive, straight up with her thoughts, and generous with her time. She represented both her client’s
and my interests openly and well - helping us to arrive at the place we are now, where everyone is happy. Furthermore, Paige
and the on-boarding team at Eximius have been equally brilliant and supportive, making an unavoidably tedious part of the
process as painless as it can be. Whether you are a contractor or a client looking for a contractor, Miriam and her team will
give their best to meet your needs. ’’
Director – UK Investment Bank

‘‘Miriam placed me in an excellent role very quickly. She works hard to understand what candidates want from their next role
and also the sort of environment which will suit both their skill set and personality. This is invaluable in the diverse legal career
market. Miriam has well established relationships with industry leaders which allows her to introduce roles which may not
otherwise be apparent to candidates.’’
Legal Counsel – US investment Bank

“I found Miriam to be very knowledgeable about the positions on her books and able to properly answer any questions about
them levelled at her. Together with her proactive approach and excellent client care on both sides of the transaction, this made
Miriam stand out from other recruiters and I would certainly recommend contacting her if you are looking for a legal role in a
bank.”
Director – European investment Bank
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‘Miriam is exactly who you want negotiating on your behalf to get the best terms for you. ’’
Senior Legal Counsel – US Investment Bank

‘‘Miriam is an excellent recruiter, she is very proactive, knowledgeable and responsive. Her advice and guidance was invaluable
in the recruitment process.’’
Associate – Magic Circle Law firm

“Miriam is an excellent recruiter, she is very proactive and takes time to understand the clients needs. Her approach is to
foster a strong a relationship for the longer term”
Senior Lawyer – US Investment Bank

‘Miriam has been very helpful in my career progression. She is a highly dedicated professional, with an excellent understanding
of the legal job market and a broad network in the industry. She understood my goals and she provided me with objective
career advice. It has been a pleasure working with her.’’
VP – EU Investment Bank

Candidate Testimonials
Erik Rendahl | Manager | Eximius Law

“I would highly recommend Erik Rendahl’s services. He knows the market inside-out and provided assistance and insights at
every step of the recruitment process. ”
Magic Circle Finance lawyer, moving to a US firm

“Erik helped me secure a role which perfectly matched what I was looking for. His professionalism and knowledge of the
market ensured the process ran smoothly, and I found his considered and consultative approach very helpful. I would certainly
recommend anyone considering a move to get in touch with Eximius Law.
Silver Circle Funds lawyer, moving to a US firm

“I worked with Erik for several months, and he assisted me with my move to London. He was responsive, knowledgeable, and
talked me through what to expect at interview, and how to prepare. It was very useful to hear his thoughts on the market, and
I have already recommended him to several friends.”
Australian Corporate lawyer, moving to a Magic Circle firm
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Henry Hillier | Consultant | Eximius Law

“Henry was a pleasure to deal with, very responsive and acted with a high level of professionalism throughout the recruitment
process. Highly recommend.”
Top-tier Irish firm DCM lawyer, moving to a Silver Circle firm

“Henry was a pleasure to work with - guided and supported me through the process and was available 24/7 to answer any
questions. His advice was invaluable and I would highly recommend.”
Silver Circle Funds lawyer, moving to a US firm

“I worked with Henry over a period of several months in relation to an international move and found Henry to be very
diligent in following up firms, providing updates on the process and in assisting with interview preparation. Ultimately, I was
successful in a securing a role through Henry and I have subsequently recommended him to friends.”
Top-tier Australian firm Restructuring lawyer, moving to a Magic Circle firm
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‘Miriam knows the market very well, which meant I was put forward for roles appropriate for my expertise and interests.
Miriam was great at communicating updates, and was always available for any questions I had. It was a pleasure!’’
Legal Counsel – UK Investment Bank

‘‘Miriam is a very proactive, motivated and driven individual and always keen to help others. With Miriam’s encouragement and
enthusiasm, I have been in my role for over 3 years now and thoroughly enjoy it! Miriam is certainly someone you can rely on
and will do anything she can to help progress your career in the right way. I would definitely recommend Miriam to others
who are looking for a challenge and I am sure she will do her best to find what’s right for you.’’
Legal Counsel – UK Investment Bank
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Lewis Hunt | Consultant | Eximius Law

“Lewis provided an exceptional level of support and demonstrated expertise in his field. He was true to his word at all times.
In addition to this he was fully responsive to all of my questions and queries, being very informative and fully supporting me.
Most importantly his level of transparency was excellent. I would definitely recommend Lewis as an agent to use for all parties.”
Magic Circle Private Funds lawyer, moving to a Silver Circle firm

“Lewis supported me throughout the whole recruitment process. He has an excellent knowledge of the legal market and is
able to provide top-quality career advice. I cannot recommend Lewis highly enough.”
Silver Circle M&A lawyer, moving to a Magic Circle Firm

“Lewis was patient, supportive, and professional at all times. He was able to mitigate the stress of such a big career move.
Highly recommended!.”
Top-tier Australian firm Restructuring lawyer, moving to a Magic Circle firm
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‘‘Miriam makes things happen. She knows the market, she knows the people and she has an astute understanding of business
dynamics and trends. Miriam is a pleasure to deal with. I recommend her very highly.’’
Senior Lawyer – US Investment Bank

‘‘When I began thinking about a new role, Miriam was the only recruiter I contacted. Having dealt with her previously, I knew
that she had a real understanding of my experience and what I was looking for. She understood straight away that I was not
looking for a standard NQ role. This made the whole process very easy - Miriam identified straight away the open positions
I would be suited to and very quickly thereafter I made my move....one which I am very happy with.’’
NQ – US Law firm

‘Miriam is a real pleasure to deal with. She is extremely personable, really listened to what sort of role I was looking for, wasn’t
pushy and was patient in terms of discussing any concerns I had in relation to roles. She also ensured that I was provided with
sufficient information to enable me to properly prepare for interviews. I wouldn’t hesitate in recommending Miriam to others.’’
Associate Director – UK Law firm

